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Collaborative proteomics framework with XML databases and
an integrated XML viewer for 2DPAGE
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SUMMARY

We developed a collaborative proteomics framework with XML-based 2DPAGE database and XML viewer optimized for the proteome database. Prior to the development of
the framework, we optimized the XML format of our TMIG-XML-2DPAGE database for
efficient data sharing in a collaborative research community. The data format is comprised
with 2 layers of 2-D gel map and spot protein information. The function of clickable
imagemap for representing spot protein information is available both in the proteome data
management system with PHP and in the XML viewer with Object Pascal. Individual spots
on an experimental 2-D gel image are easily matched to corresponding spots on a standard
2-D gel map in the TMIG-XML-2DPAGE database using the function of the XML viewer.
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INTRODUCTION
Proteomics1, 2) is the most advanced methodology for
comprehensive analysis of proteins in a complex protein
mixture. Proteomic research generates large amounts of
experimental data and related information from a small
amount of sample in a short period of time. Therefore, it is
getting much more important for us to construct cumulative proteome database and to develop an efficient information management system. 2DPAGE databases that consist
of 2-D gel maps and spot protein information are expected
to be useful knowledge resources for finding key proteins of
cellular function and novel biomarkers of diseases. Actually
many kinds of 2DPAGE databases3–6) have been already
constructed on web servers and opened in the Internet to
be accessed using a web browser. Those databases offer
convenient Web interfaces such as clickable imagemap and
key-word search. However, most of them are written in
HTML or in a plane text format to be processed by Perlbases software. The TMIG (Tokyo Metropolitan Institute
of Gerontology)-XML-2DPAGE database system5) has been
improved to achieve efficient proteome data sharing in col1
2

laborative research community. In this paper, we report the
concept and the architecture of the improved system of the
collaborative proteomics framework.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The new TMIG-XML-2DPAGE database system was
constructed on the RedHat Linux 9 operating system that
was installed to an IBM-compatible computer with Pentium
4 Processor. The RedHat Linux 9 offers an excellent environment to develop open-source applications. The advanced
database system is based on Apache, PHP and PostgreSQL.
Apache is the most popular web server software. Upon
receiving a request for a file from a remote PC, Apache
returns its contents to the Web browser. PHP is a hypertext preprocessor which serves a powerful tool for adding
scripts inside of HTML documents. PostgreSQL is a well
featured relational database software. Functions of PHP
and PostgreSQL can be tightly integrated in the opensource applications. The combination of them allows the
Apache server to accomplish the user-friendly proteome
database.
We optimized the XML format of our TMIG-XML-
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2DPAGE database to achieve efficient data sharing in a collaborative proteome research community. The format comprised of 2-D gel map and spot annotating information as
shown in Fig. 1. The PHP allows the PostgreSQL to output
web pages prepared in the optimized XML format. It is
actually able to transform experimental data described in a
plane text format into the XML format.
TMIG-XML-2DPAGE was intended to be equipped with
two ways of data retrieving functions. One is the function of
clickable imagemap, which allows us to download the corresponding protein information by clicking a mouse button on
a protein spot. Another function is the keyword search,
which helps us to access to the relational information by
sending a query of keyword in the categories of spot ID
(ssp), protein name, Swiss-Prot accession number and
EMBL accession number to our web server.

enterprise edition in Windows XP. The research community member can use the XML viewer to open the JPEGformatted 2-D gel maps and the XML-formatted data files.
The function of clickable imagemap is also available in the
XML viewer. Each protein data, which is linked to the corresponding spot on the 2-D gel map, is displayed in a subwindow by the function of clickable imagemap (Fig. 3).
Individual protein spots on a user’s 2-D gel image are easily
matched to corresponding protein spots on the standard 2D gel map of our TMIG-XML-2DPAGE proteome database

RESULTS
We ultimately established the collaborative proteomics
framework with XML-based TMIG-2DPAGE databases as
shown in Fig. 2, and developed the integrated XML viewer.
Members of a collaborative research community have been
able to access to the database server and download all of the
information in the server by using both the PostgreSQL
application and the XML viewer. Public users are allowed
to access to the database for downloading the limited contents using a web browser such as Internet Explorer or
Netscape Navigator. The source program of the XML
viewer was coded with Object Pascal, Delphi Studio Ver7.0

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Data structures of the TMIG-XML format for 2DPAGE.
The format comprised of 2-D gel map and spot annotating
information.

Collaborative proteomics framework with an XML-based application.
The combination of the XML viewer and the optimized TMIG-XML-2DPAGE database
system allows restricted users of the database to access accumulated information about
identified protein spots in the database by easy matching of query spots on their own 2-D
gel images to the database 2-D gel maps.
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Spot information of 2DPAGE gel in the viewer.
Each protein data is displayed in a sub-window by the function of clickable imagemap.

Fig. 4. Spot matting in the viewer.
Individual spots on a user’s 2-D gel image are easily matched to corresponding spots on the standard 2-D gel
map of our TMIG-XML-2DPAGE proteome database.
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using the function of the XML viewer (Fig. 4). We can also
look out the spot in the 2-D gel image by using the function
of keyword search in the viewer. Furthermore, the downloaded files in the XML format can be used to supplement
new data or correct the wrong data in the XML viewer. The
XML viewer will be a convenient tool for database management in a closed research community. The combination of
the XML viewer and the optimized TMIG-XML-2DPAGE
database system allows restricted users of the database to
access accumulated information about identified protein
spots in the database by easy matching of query spots on
their own 2-D gel images to the database 2-D gel maps.
Thus the TMIG-XML-2DPAGE database system has been
improved in performance, quality and expandability by integration of PostgreSQL and PHP.
DISCUSSION
From the beginning of the Internet, many kinds of protocols have been introduced to achieve world-wide information sharing. In recent years, web-based database and Peer
to Peer (PtoP) applications are getting general standards.
However, PtoP applications still have some problems in
administration of the data exchange. Most of the proteome
research groups are wishing to have their own database
server system to share their own proteome data. Actually
in our institute, establishment of the collaborative proteomics framework has been required for sharing data in
the members of collaborative research projects.
The comprehensive 2DPAGE database was first reported
by Celis JE et al.7), however, they did not open the database
in their web server at that time. The SWISS-2DPAGE8, 9)
was the first database which was opened in their ExPASy
Server for free access of public users in the Internet.
Recently, Mostaguir K et al.10) introduced a new concept in
their 2DPAGE database which was created and maintained
using PostgreSQL. Their 2DPAGE database is superior to
the previous databases in terms of information management system. However, it has still been insufficient for the
requirements in our collaborative proteomics framework.
Thus we applied further improvements to the PostgreSQLbased 2DPAGE system in our own database. Our collaborative proteomics framework provides a new environment for
each client PC of research project members to share the
2DPAGE data. The potential of the XML-based application
is high11), however, the XML still has an insufficiency in the
ability for searching the contents. RSS format, that is one of
XML formats, provides a further progressive indexing function for collaborative network applications. We examined
the same function as the RSS’s to create various XMLbased collaborative applications for our proteomics research
projects. Our XML database not only replies for our request
on the web but also provides us the other usage of proteome data in combination with our XML viewer. The
development of the XML-based proteomics framework is

sure to promote our research projects in proteomics. The
demonstrated version of the improved TMIG-XML2DPAGE database system will be opened at http://
proteomeback.tmig.or.jp/2D/index_alt.html for everyone
who is interested in our concepts of protein information
management.
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